How did they catch the Golden State Killer?
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On April 24, 2018, police in Sacramento, CA arrested Joseph DeAngelo, 72, in the Golden State Killer case. DeAngelo, a retired policeman, was charged with a series of horrific crimes including 12 murders and more than 50 rapes that terrorized California from 1976 to 1986. Investigators found DeAngelo’s DNA profile could not be excluded from multiple forensic evidence samples stored for decades. The big break came when the genetic profile of the assailant was tested against an online genealogy database, GEDmatch, and a partial match was observed. DeAngelo’s profile, obtained from “abandoned” samples, identified him via the crime-scene evidence at all loci tested.

What are the ethical issues in this case?
- informed consent
- privacy
- storage of forensic evidence and genetic profiles
- government misuse of potentially sensitive data
- familial sensitivity to unknown parental, sibling or criminal relationships

Do the victims’ and public’s interest in solving serious crimes justify government efforts to match an assailant’s profile to genealogical and other databases?
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